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Introduction

This paper should not be considered as a complete critique of cost-benefit
analysis in general or as a complete review of the literature on returns to
investments in education. Instead, the purpose is to consider the usefulness
of cost-benefit analysis in evaluating programmes to reduce illiteracy, and to
illustrate the advantages and limitations of this approach by citing results
from studies concerning the returns to investment in education.

Public policy-makers at various lovels are faced w:tth decisions concerning
the amount of resources that they should devote to different educational pro-
grammes. Since almost all programmes that the policy-maker might consider are
likely to generate some social benefits, and since resources are limited, the
policy-maker must decide which programmes contribute the most benefits to society
for the scarlet resources used. The rile of cost-benefit analysis is to aid in
this necessary matter of choice. Of course, without a complete specification of
the social welfare function for the society, it is not probable that one will
discover a unique ordering of investment priorities. The traditional approach
to this problem by economists has been to attempt to simulate a perfectly com-
petitive situation in determining public investment priorities. While it is
true that under rather strict assumptions, a competitive economy will allow the
detormination of an optimal set of private investment priorities, there is no
reason to believe that society should use market criteria for allocating re-
sources or that the market can be simulated by the public decision-maker. A

perfeotly competitive market, given all the necessary qualifications, will
allocate resources so as to maximize the value of consumption for a given dis-
tribution of income. But society may be interested in using publio investments
to redistribute income among groups or regions, to stimulate economic growth, or
to guarantee economic independence. In this case, the market solution may no
longer be eat:arm:story.

Before undertaking a diagnosis of the defeate of cost-benefit analysis,
end possible remedies for these defects, let us consteer the practical value of
the analysis for those Interested in evaluating adult literacy progaumen: the

development functionary, educationalists, bankers, economists, general policy-
makers, and the people of the country in general. Ascuming that the appropriate
market information is available, or some proxy for market values can be had, the
analyst can, to a limited extent, show the value of the programme in contributing
to the net consumption value for the entire populatirn. In addition, it is also

often possible to show who the benenoteetes will be under current institutional
arrangements and who will pay the costa%11. In general, the analysis will pro-

vide a nonber of coets and benefits that ate quantifiable, and others that will
be listed as mere pluses and minuses or rather crude guesses as to the magnitude
ee she offset.

The above information, when presented in a rather detailed manner, will
often uncover costs or benefits that would not hal* been considered in a less
rigorous approach. Often the prevent* wuuld not be Justified merely on the
basis of the quantifiable benefits, and the decision-maker must be satisfied -
and more importantly he may have to satisfy others - that the non- quantifiable

(1) See: le, 16, and 36.

Note: The author thanks Mt. Stuper and Professors Owartney, Mazek, Laird, and
Weenbrod for comments.
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benefits are great enough to justify the programme(1). The incidence of the cost
and benefits of a programne fire often different from what one would anticipate.
A clear statement of who gains and who loses facilitates the democratic process
in that it encourages decision-makers to defend any possible change in the dis-
tribution of income attributable to a public project or to indicate the type of
lump -sum taxes that will allow injured parties to be reimbursed. The electorate
then are likely to be more fully informed when decisions are made after careful
consideration, and then the advantages and disadvantages of programmes have been
quantified.

After cost- benefit eatio3, rates of return, or other investment criterion
has been determined, the economists, the planner, etc., may wish to select pro-
jeots that rank rather low according to this criterion fn order to facilitate
economics growth or a redistribution of income. If so, they must justify their
actions, and, as Burton Weisbrod has suggested, (36) they might provide infor-
mation loncerning the appropriate shadow prices (the rates at which one good is
traded Am another) between benefits for different groups or between current
consumption benefits and economic growth.

For the educator, the cost-benefit analysis in literacy programme will
stimulate research concerning the production function involved. That is: how
mere inputs in the educational process related to outputs? Eow, in partieular,
arc they related to marketable outputs now and in the future?

Without any doubt, then, careful oost-benefit analysis, for all its defects,
is likely to letel to better decisions than would be possible on the basis of a
more oasuE.l inseotion of projects. Cost-benefit analysis is nothing more than
a systematic wry of considering alternatives, and it contains all the advantaged
that are usually related to orderly methods. We can now turn to the more epecific
task of discussing the costs and benefits of adult literacy programs. While a
discussion of. the limitations of market prices and a discussion of the theore-
tical and eepirical problems asiooiated ith implementing goals other than those
that maximize the value of consumption will be discussed in a later seoticn, we
will now b., cnneerned with measuring costs and benefits under the assumption
that it ins the value of consumption that is to he meximized for a gieen distri-
bution of income. For the moment, we assume that there are either no redistri-
butionai effects associated with adult literacy programmes or that they will be
corrected through lump-sum taxes and subsidies. In addition, we will ignore the
question of other goals, such as economic self sufficiency.

penyite assooiated, with adult literacy.

Given our goals, the benefits of adult literaoy that we wish to measure
&It clear. To the extent that benefits are final oonsumer benefits, we wish to
measure the tote' value as reflected by market sales plus the consumer surplus.
rhat is, we wish to measure the willingness to pay for the project:1s services.
To the extent that benefits from adult literacy are intereediate services to be
used in the proieotion process, we use the market price of the services as their
contribetion to the value of consumption.

Perhaps the first benefit from adult literacy that comes to mind is the in-
created produot-vity that can be attributed to a worker's ability to read and
write. This particular benefit is likely to lend itself to quantification, and

(1) &lel 14 and 35.
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the value that we would like to discover is the increase in a worker's wage
attributahle to his being able to read and write. This, of course, assumes
that the increase in the wage measures the increase in the value added to the
consumption of te society. Evcn assuming a competitive market, and a programme
that is not so large as to change wage: and prices in the system, there will be
troublesome measurement problems. The major measurement problem will arise
because those obtaining primary education of this nature may have other attri-
butes that differentiate them from illiterates, and it may be these other attri-
butes that are responsible for the increased earning ability and not the ability
to read and write and, perhaps, do simple arithmetic. Several researchers have
attempted to separate the returns to education from the returns to "natural
ability", home environment, etc., and, while much work needs to be done in this
area, it appears that it is possible and desirable to control for other attri-
butes of hT individual when estimating the increased earnings derived from his
edocationkl).

Of course, some of the increased productivity associated with literaoy may
not be channelled through the market, and a value may have to be imputed for
this increase in produotivity. For example, a woman caring for children and
working in the home is likely to be more productive if she is literate, but,
since she is not paid for her services, we have no market value for this benefit.
In a later section, we discuss in more detail the use of shadow prices, by;
here it is suffioient to indicate that market prices for similar services can
be used to value the services of the mother and housewife. Burton Weisbrod,
for example, (33, pp. 114-119) used this technique to determine the value of a
woman's household production. His estimatea were used to determine the value
of saving a life,but the technique might be readily borrowea for estimating
the value of educating a housewife.

Another benefit assoolated with literate parents is the ability they gain
in educating their children. There seems little doubt that the part of the
return from a child's education can be attributed to early investments of time
end energy made in the home. William Swift and Burton Weiebrod have attempted
to make estimates of the inter& nerational benefits from education (32, pp. 643-
649), but their estimates should be taken as an illustration of estimating the
magnitude of suoh benefits and not as preoise oaloulations.

As economies develop, fewer of the increases in productivity aerooiated
with literaoy are likely to escape the price caloulus of the market in some
form. However, in the early stages of economio development a large number of
the benefits are not likely t) be given market values. The increase in agri-
cultural produotivity possible through soientifio farming mlysbe, at loast,
partly attributable to the literaoy of the rural population V). To the extent
that large amounts of crops are traded in barter or consumed by the farm family,
they will not be given a market value. Imputed prices or shadow prices, theft,

are likely to be both more important in underdeveloped countries and more dif-
ficult to estimate.

even when we are only considering the private benefits from literaoy, we
must be careful, as Weisbrod suggests (34, pp. 138-143), not to lAnore the value
of future options that are available to literate individuals. .Fen example, it
is possible for literate individuals to continue their education, either through
formal schooling or by on-the-job training. In this case, the benefits iron all..01.1
(1) See: 2, pp. 79-90., 15, 19,
(2) See: 58.
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the education should be compared with all the costs, as suggested by Prest and
Turvey (2T, pp. 726). Nevertheless, the option benefits should not be ignoreC,
and, from the evidence given in Jacob Mincer's work, (25, pp. 50-79) the value
of on-the-job training may increase substantially with increases in education.
While Mincer's work was done for the United States, it would be interesting to
know what typo of relationship exists: between formal eduoation and on-the-job
training in less developed countries.

Before turning to the question of the benefits from literacy to others in
society besides the individual being edicated and his family, we should indicate
that literacy is likely to have a great vCue to the individual as a consumer's
good. Tit is, an individual would be willing to buy education even if' it did
not increase his productivity. To the extent that we ignore the consumption
benefits of education and dwell on the socnomio return to investments in edu-
cation, we overestimate the cost of the imeestment.

External benefits (the benefits to others in society in addition to the
benefits acorulng to the individual from his literaoy) are the reason many
economists would advooate public provision of education. These external benefits
are probably the most important benefitn from adult literacy programmes, al-
though the most diffioult to evaluate. There are certain types of external
benefits that are derived from large numbers of people being literate. For
example, the cost of collecting taxes to aupport government services may be
lower for a largely literate population(' ). Along these same lines, some of the
benefits associated with literacy may exhibit acme of the attributes of public
goods. In this case, it will be impossible to determine the individual's 1.11ing-
nese to pay for the benefits since by tkp.nature of the goods he cannot be ex-
cluded from the benefits if he can readt2), Certain types of written informu-
tion would fall into this oategry.

External benefits associated with literaoy will preolude the effioient
allocation of resources in this area if a competitive market is relied upon for
allocating resources. The explanation for this is fairly obvious. The a1looa-
tive efficienoy of a market connomy is based on the assumption that individuals
only consider their own satisfaotion when oonsuming goods. Therefore, we cannot
hope for individual utility maximization to be consistent with sooial utility
maximization when goods or services oonsumed by one individual affect the welfare
of others in sooiety. In general, then, a substantial part of primary education
is often provided by the State, and, of course, this is why we need cost-benefit
analysis to evaluate the provision of the service.

External effeots that would be reflected in the educated individual's wage
under perfeot competition are often mentioned as external benefits, (34, p. 32).
The mcnt obvious example of suoh an external effeot is the increase in produc-
tivity of fellow - workers due to the literaoy of individual members of the wor:c
force. There may be a number of reasons for the increase in effieienoy of fellow-
workers attributable to a comrade's ability to read and write. Workers. may have
to spend less time in instruoting the formerly illiterate in eimple machine
operations, in correoting his mietakes, eto. In addition, it may simply be im-
possible to use certain produotion techniques when some members of the work
foroe are illiterate.1
0) Seer 34, pp. 25-26
(2) See: 28 and 29.
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Since these gains should be reflected in tile earnings of literate indivi-
duals, they need not disrupt ;deal markets. It nay Le, of course, that imperfect
capital markets prevent individuals from ceptureee the benefits from general
education, and, therefore, education should be provided publicly.

The preceding discussion has shown clearly that benefits from literacy are
rather pervasiee, and that the individual, members of his family, fellow-workers
society in general, and future generations benefit from an individual being
literate. In eeklition, it has been shown that, with a little imagination,
many of the benefits from literacy are eeasorable. This is not to suggest that
all the benefits from literacy have been considered. There are benefits in the
form of Letter health and lower mortality rates to be gained by both society
and the individual. Lower mortality rates might statistically be related to
literacy and used with wage data to estimate expected gains from reeeced mor-
tality rates. Weibhrodrs work, Economic.% of Public Health, would oifer useful
clues for work in this area (33). At the ocher end of the continuum, "over
populated" countries might consider decreases in the birth rata as a benefet
from literacy programmes. Methods for proceeding in this vein are discussed by
Dowert1). In fact, the Lenefits from literaoy range from the value of literacy
in participatory democracy to the value of improved health and education for
future generations. Indeed, the nature of most of these benefits heve been
suggested elsewhere (5, 16, 13, 30, 34, 35, 38), in discussions of the general
benefits of education. The above discussion, then, should be considered as an
illustration of the nature of the benefits from adult literacy projects, and
means of measuring the benefits.

The cost of adult literacy programmes

Assuming that it is the value of consumption for a given distribution of
income we wish to maximize for society, the concept of coat that should he used
in evaluating programmes is conceptuelly clear: we wish to consider the con-
sumption, either present or future, forgone to gain the consumption benefits of

a project. If the market is working properly, it will provide us with the
information concerning the opportunity costs of many resources used in the pro-

jeot. In equilibrium, the price of any input used in the production process
measures the coat of forgone consumption elsewhere in the economy. Therefore,

we can use market prices, assuming well-behaving competitive markets, to measure
the cost of produoing literaoy for adult members of the population.

The direot cost of producing adult literaoy are much like the costs of
producing other types of education. These costs would include the value of
teachers' services, the value of booha, the value of extra consumption necessary
to attend the,school, and the value of the capital equipment necessary to provide

the education(''

Most of these values can be determined by the coat of acquiring these in-

pets ire the market. There are certain opportunity costs, however, that may be
overlooked because a market price is not paid for the service even though it

has a market value. in an adult literacy programme, the moat obvious input of
this type is the time that the adult must spend in the training programme. To

the extegit that this is time that the individual would be working, the cost of
using aka time is the value of the prolqotion that he would produce during
this tiee. Under our assumption, the coat would be estimated by multiplying his
wage by the amount of time necessary to obtain the education. If the time would

111--gre7-21 and 29.
(2) :sees 4, 13, A
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be taken from leisure activities, we must attempt to value that leisure time.
In most cases, the most practical approach to this problem is to measure the
value of leisure time at the wage a worker could earn during this time. This
is also consistent with the competitive theory that would have the worker's wags
measure the marginal rate of substitution between work end leisure. However,
this may be an unacceptable assumption in some cases. For example, under cer-
tain institutional arrangements, the worker may not be able to substitute work
for leisure neeond some pointl1).

Perhaps one caution is in order. If there is widespread unemployment in
the economy, it may be proper to value the illiterates time at zero, but the
teachers may still he a scarce resource that should not be valued at zero.
Therefore, unemployment in an economy is not a sufficient condition for valuing
all human resources at a zero price.

As with the benefits, we meet not ignore costs just because they are not
given a market value, or because they are not paid for. Agein, using the ex-
emp7e o: the housewife, we would wish to value the loss in household services
and parental care that takes peace due to the time spent in the literacy pro-
gramme, Thies :ray be a earticularly difficult problem since it may be the quality
of the household aetivety that is reduced. In any ease, as in the case of bene-
fits, market values of household cerrices of A given quality and earnings
inoreases of children given good parental care may be °ludo measures of the
values we wish. This example, however, makes the concept of opportunity cost
abundantly clear. It is merely the benefits given up to pursue an activity.

The question of determining the oost of an input may also arise when re-
sourees are no being withdrawn from the market, but from other government em-
ployment - perhaps even other educational activities. If we believe that the
prices the government pays for these goods and services represent opportunity
costs, then there is no problem. But we may have reason to believe that the
prioing syatem within certain parts of the government is not effiolent, or the
government may have been given the resources. For example, there may be a
number of volunteer workers involved in educational projects. In this case,
we can substitute market priors rer similar types of work, or we might use linear
programming techniques to determine the value of the inputs in other government
uses. Recent experience would suggest e'eat the former method is most practical,
but programming and input-output teohniques do offer sone promise in this aroa(2).

Earlier in this paper, it was suggested that education mey have value as a
consumption good, and, to the extent that part of the private expeneiture on
education reflects this value, we overestimate costs if we count this as part
of the ihvestment cost. Conversely, there may be real costa involved in getting
people tc attend school even if they are not forced to endure any of the costs.
It may simply be that the psyohologieal cost, for example, of an adult attending
e literacy clinic is greater trees the private benefit to him from thin service.
in this case, the social benefits assoolated with literacy may justify paying
the individual to attend school. It may be that the private benefits of literacy
are great enough to induce individuals to take part in a programme, but they are
not aware of the benefits. Expenditures, then, may be necessary to provide the
needed information. These expenditures, of course, should be counted as pert
of the cost of the programme.

(1) For a Alsoussion concerning the problem of valuing time see (1).
(2) For a general discussion of linear programming techniques and the develop-

ment of shadow prices, see 0) above. An example of an attempt to use
these techniques to educational planning can be found in (le),

ea
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The social rate of discount

Our discussion so far has neglected the crucial question of the proper
rate of trade or rate of substitution between present consumotion and future
consumption. If the perfectly competitive market is relied upon to allocate
resources, the market rate of interest is the proper discount rate for com-
paring future values of consumption with present values. Given the assumption
of maximizing net consumption values as suggested earlier, we simply discount
future benefits and costs from a project and maximize the difference in their
present value. Unfortunately, the matter is not nearly Lhat simple. Even if
the market rate of interest was thought to represent the social rate of sub-
stitution between present and future consumption, there is not one market rate
reflected in the private sector. Interest rates observed in the market refleot
various types of risk factors that may not be appropriate for a literacy pro-
jeot. In addition, there may be all sorts of reasons why the private rate of
discount would be different from the public rate of discount.

Stephen Marglin in his book, Public Investment Criteria (21, pp. 47-71).
suggests that while the private market rate of interest under perfect competi-
tion may reflect the oalanoing between consumeral time preferences for con-
sumption and the marginal productivity of capital, it will not reflect the
appropriate sooial time preference for consumption. A major reason for this is
that individuals may collectively exhibit diffeent tastes for present and
future consumption patterns than they do privately. Marglin goes on to point

out, however, that ,'hen other problems like unemployment and growth are intro-
duced there iu little hope that the market interest rate is the proper guide
to time preference for consumption. While Marglin develops the conceptual
framework for determining thn proper discount rate under various situations,
there is little hope tho.t this will Le of aid in empirical coat- benefit work

at this stage.

Besides Varglin's work, there have been a number of studies direotly con-
cerned with the appropriated discount rate tc be used in cost-benefit ana]ysis(i).

It would seem, however, that the proper rate of discount depends on some funds,
mental value judgements by '.he decision-r.ers. Unieso ant is certain, however,

that his values have wide support in the population, it would appear that sen-
siti.,eity analysis offer' the hest approach in thin area, Indeed, Hirsch,

(15. 304-305), Weisbrod (35) and others have used this app-roach in evaluating
educational progracenes. With this approach, several sets of discount rates are

used to gain a present value of future costa and benofit6. In many cases, the

choice of a discount rate does not appear to make any difference in the final
deterrination of whether the projeot should be undertaken. However, where the

discount rate is orucial in the final choice of a program:* like fundamental
education, the decision-maker must make a value judgement concerning the proper
discount rate, or some sort of consenbusymet ba reached through other methods.

All of the previour discussion has Luggested that one discount rate might
be used to discount all future benefits and costs. This is certainly not the

oat°. However, most empirical studies use one discount rate for the entire

stream of costa and benefits from a programme. While several ratan are used

for the whole stream of costs and benefits, multiple rates are not used at the

sane time. This procedure is adopted merely to keep an already difficult area

of analysis from becoming unmanageable.

(1) For two major examples, see (1r`, P. 99,and ii).
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Other investment criteria

Throughout this peper we have suggested that it is the difference between
the present value of all costs and benefits assooiated with a public project
like primary education which should be maximized. With this criteria, and a
rate of discount, one can di ermine which projects contributed the most to the
value of consumption and which projects should be expanded. The biggest problem
with this criteria is selecting the discount rate. However, there are other
criteria that have been used and in some cases they will provide the same order-
ing of projects that would be possible by centering the difference between the
present value of costs and benefits,

One criterion often used in cost- benefit analysis is tre internal rate of
return. The internal rate of return is that discount rate that would yield. a
zero present value if all future benefits minus costs were discounted by this
rate. The basic idea is that the project is worth while if the internal rate
of return is greater than the social rate of discount and that projects might
be given priority according to the rank of the internal rate of rcturr under
certain condition's. There are several difficulties with this particular
criterion. First, there may not be a vnique iaternel rate ui return. That is
it is possible that more than one interest rate woe:d reduce the present value
of the net returns from an investment to zero. Secondly, we do not avoid the
problem of determining a social rate cf discount. In fact, if programme benefits
are of different durations, the ranking of the proeraeme According to the in-
ternal rate of return may be 4ifferent than the meing of the present value of
benefits minus costs at a gi. n rate f dieceuntW. Thirdly, there is the
pliant assumption in ranking programmes by their internal rate of return that
net benefits can be reinvested at the internal rate. While teelse are the major
problems with the concept, a complete disousslon of this criterion can be found
in Hirshleiferts work on investment criteria, (17).

With all of the above qualifications, however, the internal rate of return
is a useful tool in summarizing the relative veluee of different programme. In

'many of the cases involving educational investments, beth the present value
criterion and the internal, rate of return eriterion will give the same ranking
for all relevant discount rates. Also, it is often the case that multiple solu-
tions for the internal rate of return will contain some solutions that have no
economic meaning. POP example, Hanooh, in his analysis of earnings and schooling
discarded irrelevant solutions such as negative rates of return (12, p. 321).

Since the internal-rate-of-return ranking of projects and the present-velue
ranking are often the same, the Internal rate of return of projects is often
found in the literature (3, 7, '2, 13, and ?6). It has the advantage of' being
easy to calculate and easy to present in tables. It has the disadvantage of not
giving the reader any idea ot the magnitude of the sums involved. Meet of the
debate centering around the internal-rate-of-return criterion versus the present -
value criterion nerd not concern the cost-benefit analyst because both values
ca.' be computed, given the appropriate benefit and ooat data.

Another criterion that le sometimes found in cost-beeefit analysis is the
recoupment period. In this ease, projects are ranked according to how long it
will take to recover the original investment. In many eases, this will give
different rankings than the present value of net benefits, and it would seem to

(1) For an example of the pheroeenon, see Intimate work, (3, p- 343).

:I
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have little to recommend it.(1) In general then, projects should be selected on
the basis of the difference of the present value of oen9fAts minuu the present
value of all costs, or on the basis of equivalent criteria.(2)

Biases in rket prices

The discussion to this point has assumed competitive markets and prices re-
flectine marginal rates of substitution and opportunity costs. An obvious situa-
tion where prices would not reflect opportunity costs is in the case of monopoly
in the product market. In this case, the market return to an input will be below
the earginel social value of that input, and if the government withdraws this input
from the private market, the return to the input would understate ti', cost of using
that inpat in the public seotor. The exact opposite case would prevail if an Input
in the privte sector were receiving a subsidy. Arnold Harberger, for example,
in his study of returns to human capital and physical capital in India (14, pp. 15-
17) had to make an adjustment for subsidies in the labour market.

Another such bias will exist if the markets are competitive, but the amount
of resources used by the government programme are great enough to change the equi-
librium price. In this ooze, using the input price prevailing before the govern-
ment programme to value the inputs used will underestimate the total social cost
of those resources, and using the input price after the prcgramme to value the
inputs will lead to an overesttmate of the social cost of these resources. What
we desire, to measure the total social cost of using these resources, is the .area
under the value of the marginal produot curve over the quantity el' resources with-
drawn. Figure 1 may help to convey the nature of this problem. I' wo is the
price paid to a factor before some of that factor is withdrawn from the market
for government use, and if w1 is the price of the factor after some of the factor
(Oxo - Ox1) is withdrawn, then, the are aexoxi measures the soctel cost of using
Oxo - Ox1 resources in the public sector. It can be readily seer. that the area
adxoxi overestimates this loss and the area box0x1 uneerestimates this loss. Of
oourse, the smaller the amount of resources withdrawn, the smaller the bias. One
might, of course, use somemerage price to value the resources, and, ther:4,
approximate the true loss.k2)

As was mentioned earlier, unemployment in the econnmy will often lead to
biased cost estimates of the time of the trainee and the value of the time of the
instruotors. In addition, benefits from programmes such as those that eliminate
illiteracy will be overstated if posotble fature unemployment is not taken into

account. This is often taken into account by essumirg some "natural" rate of
unemployment in calculating future wage benefits from a programme. Without going
into a complete discussion of the theory of unemployment, i. is clear that the
type of adjustment needed will depend on the particular theory of unemployment
that might best describe a particular situation.

On the benefit side, it is obvious that the prices peid for a service plus
the consumer surplus would to a misleading guide to the social value of a final
consumer good if there were external benefits associated with the consumption of

(1) For an excellent discussion of this deoision rule end various other decision
rules, see (22, pp. 1-39). Fora lets rigorous discussion of some common
errors in project evaluation, tee (23, pp. 139-140*1.

(2) For a discussion of equivalent criteria sees 27, pp. 70)-704.

(3) For a more detailed and rigorous disousaion of this problem, see (30.
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the good. Of course, we will also underestimate the cost of a resource by valuing
it at its market price if there are exteruel costs associated with its production
or use. For example, the cost of at: pollution does not get reflected in the price
of steel. We shall new turn to a discussion of the means of imputing values to
inputs and outputs of a programme when market prices are thought to be biased or
do not exist.

Shadow prices

Much of the discussion in this section relates to the earlier work concerning
Shadow prices in cost-benefits analysis by Roland McKean (21k). Shadow prices, as
was suggested earlier, are nothing more than imputed rates of exchange to be used
in cost- benefit analysis when market values do not exist or aro biased. One method
of determining shadow prices was discussed in some of the earlier examples. This
1 the method of using market prices for a service provided in the private sector
to determine the market value of a service provided publioly. For example, the
value to the conswier of literacy might to approximated by the price people pay
to obtain this service on a private basis. In this case, of course, the shadow
price is inappropriate because it does not include the value of external effects.
In literaoy programmes, like other programmes, one might be tempted to impute
shadow prices from similar programmes in other countries. While such a procedure
might be useful as a crude guess, marginal rates of substitution are likely to be
vastly different among countries for a whole host of reasons.

Another method of deriving thaeow prices relies on imputing the appropriate
trade-off between programmes as reflected in government decisions concerning those
programmes. Weiebrodis attempt to measure the marginal rate of substitution between
programmes offering different income distribution effects would be a case in point
(36).

The obvious difficulty here is that we are trying to deduce one or a few sets
of marginal rates of substitution implicit in the decision-makers decisions when
those may only represent a few of the actual trades involved. In fact, the zetes
of exchange that we determine might not even have occurred to the decision-maker.
In addition, of course, all this assumes that the government decision -maker reflects
the appropriate sooial welfare funotien of the sooiety.

The linear programming technique mentioned earlier has some of the same limits -
tions as mentioned above. If we are able to specify the objective function to be
marimized, we can gain shadow prices from the dual of a linear programme. For
example to my paper, (t8), I was able to derive the shadow prices of drop-outs and
school- teachers in a pOlio school system. However, even in a developed economy
with an aterdaroe of dsta and technioal information available, we are not able to
spify the constraints or the objective function well enough to suggest that thee*
teohnio;ies can be used in makine policy deolatone. Nevertheless, we mane hope
that we will improve our ability to make estimates .)r all the above types.

We can also obtain shadow priors by tdjusting market prices for biases, future
changes in demand and supply, eternal effects, oto. In men; cases the diffioulty
is that the adjustment is Sc arbitrary and crude t it it is not clear that it im-
proves our ability to make a rational choice. However, When appropriate adjustments
are easily mado and olear to the analyst, they should be undertaken.
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FIGURE 1
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None of the above cautions should be taken to imply that we should not attempt
to establish appropriate shadow prices in cost-benefi analysis. The major point
is that we should be aware of the limitations of these procedures and we should
consieer the cost of imputing values to be used in cost-benefit analysis against
the value to be derived Li the nature of better public decesions. A well-taken
point that McKean has made (24) is that the market provides a great deal of
information at a very low price, and we might be willing to accept minor biasce
in these values rather than undertaking expensive adjustments that have only
marginal value. However, one should not ignore the value of developing procedures
that can be used in other cost-benefit studies.

Other objectives

The previous discussion of cost-benefit analysis in this paper has been based
on the assumption that the value of consumption in the society, given a certain
distribution of income, is the goal of society. Of course, there may be a number
of other goals that society might wish to implement through government projects
like literacy clinics. While some of these were alleded to earlier, they warrant
a more detailed discussion. Society may wish to use a government programme to
help redistribute inenme among certain racial groups, certain age groups, or
regional areas. Or, it may with to use a programme to stimulate economic growth
and guarantee a self-sufficient economy. It may even introduce a programme to
help correct its balance of payments problics. In all these cases there is
nothing incorrect about introducing these other values. Nor is it necessary that
projects be less effioleet than other means of meeting some of these pals. For
example, literacy programmes may be a much mere efficient means of redtstributing
income, given certain political constraints, than a programme of taxes and sub-
sidies.

Marglin (21) has suggested at least three equivalent mears of implementing
these other goals. Of course, if the decision-maker ....an epeoity the social-
welfaee, function and the technical - transformation function of prodeeing variour
desired results, we simply determine that mix of programmes that will equalize
the marginal rate of transformation in social welfare with the marginal rate of
transformation in prodiction of the various goals. While it is true that the
other methods of determining trades between various goals amunt to reflecting
a social welfare function, they offer a more practical approach to discovering
the function than does the option of epecifying the welfare function from the
start.

The second method of implementing side goals, for instance, the regional
distribution of income, is through the use of constraints. For example, we
might take as our goal the maximization of net-consumption benefits associated
with literacy programmes, subject to the constraint that o. many programmes must
he developed in a certain region of the country. Such coestraieus are often
used in the deeelopment of government programmes, and there io no ohjertion to
them if the decision-maker is clear as to whet goals he is trying to maximize
and if he is using the constreinte efficiently. He is being inefficient, if he
could provide the desired regional redistribution and still have more consumption
benefits from literaoy programers, everything else rewaining the SUM. The
difficulty with this approach, as eell as the others, is that the decision -maker
must be able to consider all other possible means besides the tee of literacy
preeraelles of obtaining hie goals. This is clearly not practical. However, the

decision-maker might suboptimize in each project area and then revise his con-
straints in different areas as he discovers the advantages of variant means of

1:1
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gaining the desired goals, Of course, all of this ignores the important matter
of the means of determining what the goals of society Phould be It also reminds
us again of the amount of information that the market provides when the goal is to
maximize consumption value for a given distribution of income.'

The third methcd of determining the proper programme mix, when there are side
goals like the regional redistribution of income, is to specify the proper rate of
exchange between costs And benefits among regions. In this case, we lave the
proper weights to be attached to various costs and benefits, and we can maximize
net consumption value usLig these weights as prices. It was exactly these weights
that Welsbrod was attempting to discover in his paper on income redistribution
and cost-benefit analysis, (36). The current limits to this approach have already

been disoossed in the section concerning shadow prices. As we indicated, there
is little hope that such values can be discovered and used at this stage of
development of the science.

Since all of the previous methods discussed hold little promise of being
implemented in current cost-benefit wcrk, it would appear that sensitivity anal jsis
might again play a praotical rale. We might give different weights to the distri-
butional value of certain benefits and see if that changes the deoision to uncUr-
take a project or not. is may be that even giving rather substantial, weight to
certain distributional effeots will not change the priority ordering of the
projects under consideration. Where changes in these weights do make a difference,
the deoision-maker must choose among the various weights.

Timing of investaenta

Evaluation of adult literacy programmes Should concern itself with a problem
that is sometimes ovorlooked in discussions of investments in creation: the
timing of the project. However, it Should be rtated, in all fairness, that this
problem has not been ignored by economists in general.(1) The point is that
although an Investment in literacy does nut pay at some particular point in an
individual's life or at some particular date in a country's economio development
does not mean that it will not be a worth while investment at a later date. For
example, adult literacy may have a rather low return for the first few decades
While the economy is developing in other areas. However, after that development,
it may be that the returne to adult litereoy are rather high. When the benefits
of a programme have the chareoteristio of being low IL the immediate future, but
high later, assuming a constant cost, the prevent value of net benefits oriteria
may lead to the rejottion of the project at an early date sad acoeptance later.

While this caution may be moat rolevant to countries wAh leas developed
economies, it Is also important in more developed economies, For example, it
may be mote afficeent to retrain workers later in their work career than to
attempt to prevent their dropping out of 801041. In faot, Burton WeJabro0 remin-
ded the aut:ror that we encourage individuals to drop cut of school by providing
retraining options at a later date. It may be, then, that ode l: .literacy pro-
gram.' my have the unintended Sid(' effeot of encoeraging ycung people net to
attend school since they now will have the option of gaining this training later.

(1) Seel 21, pp. 74-79

14
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Rates of return to literacy and primary education

While there has been no work, to the author's knowledge, concerning the
costs and returns to adult literacy programmes, there have been a number of
studies that have estimated rates of return to orimary levels of schooling. The
following discussion of some of these studies, and their conclusions, should pro-
vide a useful set of examples of how cost-benefit analysis has been actually used.
In discussing and interpreting the results of these studies, we will not dwell on
those theoretical aspects of the analysis that have already been discussed.

Na'.la Gounden, in his recent study of rates of return to education in India,
(A,), calculated rates of return to levels of education from literaoy through
college. The earnings data were calculated on the basis of a sample survey of
urban income and savings. ".11 conclusions, of course, are rather tentative,
given the data limitations. Nevertheless, the findings are interesting and
appear to suggest several general policy recommendations,

The foliating internal rates of return on investments in schooling were
reported, (26, P. 352).

Marginal Rates to lnorenent of Schooling

Literate over illiterate 15.9%
Primary over literate 17.0
Middle over Primary 11.8
Matriculate ever Middle 10.2
Bachelor over matriculation 7.0
Engineering degree over matriculate 9.8
Engineering degree over Bachelor 9.7

Average Rates Relative to Illiterany

Literacy 1 .916
Primary 16.8
Middle 13.7
Matriculate 12.1

Bachelor 8.0
Engineering 9.6

Prom these, Nalla Bounden makes several reasonable inferences. First, the
high relative marginal and average rate of return to literacy and primary eluoa-
tlon suggest that more of India's education expenditures should be allocated to
the lower levels of education. India's particular stage of development seems to
be creating great demands and, therefore, high rates of return for the fundamen-
tal skills assou&ated with literaoy and primary education rather than those
associated with nigh level training. In addition, Nall& 0cunden notes that the
higher rate of return for primary education over literaoy alone implies that
dropouts are not economically as pivductive as competitors.

Using Harbergerle estimates or the return to physical capital in India of
17.2 to 26.1 per cent and his own estimates of the returns to investments in
education of from 7.0 to 17 per cent, he concludes that India might do better
to devote scarce capital funds to physical capital as opposed to education. All
these conclusions are based on the direct returns of investments in physical
capital and human capital and possible external effects of either type of invest-
ment are not estimated. 71 addition, no possible positive income distribution
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effects of one investment versus the other is considered. Of course, one can
always assume that the best investment should be takei. snd income redistributed
by taxes and subsidies, but institutional arrangements may not permit this. In
any case, the analysis cf this data demonstrates the type of information that
can be gained from this type of study.

The fact that the return to capital is
in education is consistent with Harbergerls
the problem with oorrowing results from one
because these results are opposite to those
States.

higher than the return to investment
results, (14), This, also, indic:es
country to determine policy in another
reached from studies in the United

Another study by Carnoy, (7), compares internal rates in various Latin
American countries. One interesting finding in Carnoy's paper, (7, p. 362) is
that earnings forgone exceed institutional costs as early an the fourth year of
primary school, and account for about 60 per cent of th.:. total expenditure on
schooling from then through university training. This highlights the importance
of taking account of forgone earnings in calculating returns to investments in
education. Carnoy finds that private and sooial rates of return in Mexico, Chile,
Colombia and venezuela are all rather high, and that, in general, these rates are
even higher than the high rate of return on physical capital in these countries.
The lowest rate of return reported by Carnoy was a 12% rute of return for univer-
sity training in Chile, and the highest was about. 30% for cne to six years of
schooling in Venezuela.

One interesting conclusion that the anther of this study reaches is that
bottlenecks occur at the later primary grades and higher levels during periods
of rapid economic growth. He cites the high rates of return to primary and
university education in Mexico (38% and 23% respectively) end Venezuela (approxi-
mately 3O and 23% respectively) relative to secondary rates in those coup rtes
(apnroximately 12% and 14% in Mexico and 17% in Venezuela). These countries

experiencing rather rapid growth during the period. Cie and ColomMa with
growth rates had returns of 24% and 2O respectively fnr primary education

and 12% and 1995 respectively for university work. While these uancluoions, as
the author notes, are rather tenuous on the basis of such "wide" data, they do
seem to support this rather interesting hypothesis.

Carnoy concludes that a high rate of investment in education must accompany
a high rate of investment in physical capital to generate scc:male growth. Of
course, he notes that here are other benefits from investments in education. In
addition, unlike Halle Ociundenis conclusions in India, he suggests that the . _

growth rate might have 'Neon even higher in Mexico and Venezuela if theca had
'eon greater investments Sn eduoation.

The above two siudies demonstrate how rates of return on investments in
education are used to make polioy suggestions concerning priorities for invest-
ments in different types of education, and priorities between education and
physics' capital in various countries. A large numbar of other studies (2, 3,
12, 13, 14, 19) have been done in the United States and elsewhere. Unfortunately
the quality of the data is poor for most countries outside the United States and
one mast take care in interpreting results. Even in the United States, the data
could be improved greatly.

While internal rate of return estimates may be equivalent to present value
caloelatione for the two previous studies, they hide the magnitudes of costs and

11;
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benefits. Although in many of the studies cited, costs and benefit streams wore
given, if net present values, Nevertheless, in many studies total costs and
benefits are given, and often the question is not directed at rather gross rates
of return in education and other capital, but to the evaluNtton of one speoific
project. We will look at Burton Weisbrod's w)rk, (35), on preventing high school
dropouts as a case in point.

The following H a summary of his estimates of cost and benefits per high
school dropout prevented in a St. Louis programme, (35, p. 18). In this rase
a + indicated an unmeasure quantity that enter positively, a * indicates an
unmeasured quantity that enters negatively, and a ** indicates an unmeasured
quantity that is not commensurable with the preceding costs and benefits.

Direct Prevention Cost per case $5,815
Additional Instruction Costs 725

Total Costs $6,546

Direct Benefits per case
Increased Present Value of Lifetime Income $2,750
Minus Adjustment for Noneducational factors * $2,750
Improved Self-Esteem

External Benefits
Increased Productivity of Other Resources
Increased Social and Political Consciousness and
Participation

Decreased Sooial Costs (r.g. of crime, etc.) 4

Decreased Social Costs - Administering Transfer-Payment
Programmes (e.g. of public assistance) 4

Intergenerational Benefits

Toted Cost not covered by measured benefits $3,800

Distributional Effects **

The important fact to be noted in this study is that, given the discount
rate of five per cent, the expected measured benefits of the programme are not
greater than the expected measured costs. Therefore, while the analysis may help
the decision -maker donide whether to undertake The project or not, it is the
dcoision-maker Nao ram: determine the weights to be given to the currently un-
measured coats and bentfits. The vurits cf indicating the unmeasured costs and
benefits are that- t:ne Isoiti4n can be made as to the value of investing more
time and effort to M610.::43 tne unknown benefits. The cost of gaining the addi-
tional information may V4 no high that it is not worth obtaining. Of course,
just knowing the nature of tha unmeasured costs and benefits may lead other
researchers to find wayti to obtain adequate measures.(1)

___ESUmarx and conclusions

We have shown that Awre are a large number of benefits and costs associated
with any type of adult Utessoy programme, and that cost-benefit analysis is a

Tirlai are a number of studies that report results in this manner in both
evsluations of individual projects and in estimates of broad social benefits.
For example sec 15, 16, 18, 23, 30, 33, and 34.

17
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practical way of determining the contribution that the programme might make to
the total value of consumption in the society. Indeed, the examples of the use
of cost-benefit analysis to evaluate education programmes have shown that impor-
tant policy recommendations may be made on the basis of the results of cost -

benefit analysis. In addition, the example provided by Weisbrodis work on pre-
venting high school dropouts reminds us that the quantifiable costs and benefits
may not provide enough information to determine the value of the programme.
Incomplete information like the above, and Ole fact that society .,ay wish to
achieve other goals through projects, suggests that cost-benefit analysis will
not relieve sooietyts decision-makers of their responsibility of implementing
the goals of society. Cost-benefit analysis, however, is a useful tool to the

decision-maker in meeting his responsibilities.

It seems clear that adult literacy programmes can be evaluLted on the basis
of cost-benefit analysis. To the extent that the programmes are not so large as

to ange market prices, and to the extent that market values provide reasonable
esl_mates of costs and benefits, the evaluation should allow one to have an idea
of the contribution of the programme to sooial welfare. In general, the data
needed to evaluate an adult literacy programme can be found in the national
census data or can be obtained by ample survey techniques. As we indicated
earlier, all this is not likely to allow us to determine the absolute optimal
allocation of resources in the sooiety. Nevertheless, cost-benefit analysis in
rdult literacy prezrarmes should allow Us to make more rational choices in the
allocation of our expenditures on education.

s
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